Toolbox / seat
This sturdy, little stool is a great
companion for the folding
workbench. In addition to a
providing a seat it doubles as a
toolbox for your small tools. A
simple rope and dowel handle
makes it easy to carry.
Originally designed to teach
woodworking in Nicaragua, it can
be built with relatively simple
tools from rough native lumber. It
offers a number of interesting
challenges such as a glued up
top and stopped dados in the
legs. The one shown in the
photos was built from 2x4 and
1x8 pine boards.
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Cut 3/8” x 1/2” deep dado 3/8” from
outside edge of two adjacent sides of legs.
Stop saw cut at 6” and square ends with a chisel.

This board will have to be edge-glued. For a demonstration of
edge-gluing, go to the “His Word In Wood” channel on YouTube
and watch Part-4 of the “Shalom Star” video series.

(Actual dimensions should be 1/2” larger
than outside dimensions of assembled toolbox.)

17.5” x 12.5” x 3/4”

Top / Seat

Roundover the edges of the seat for comfort.
A 1/4” roundover bit in a router is really good for this.
Lightly round all sharp edges with sandpaper.
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Toolbox / Bench

 Cut dado’s in legs first. Use a test piece to ensure dados are the
right width.
 Cut tongues on sides to match dado’s in legs. Tongues should not
bottom out in dados. After light sanding, tongue should move freely
in the dado without play.
 Cut dados that hold the bottom of the toolbox referencing top of
groove to top edge of sides.
 Assemble legs, sides and braces without glue. Cut bottom of
toolbox 3/4” larger than measured inside dimensions of the
assembled toolbox.
 Test fit all parts before gluing and make adjustments if needed.
 Add decorative carvings as desired.
 Sand and stain all parts before applying any glue.
 Coat all surfaces (inside and out) with shellac, lacquer or
polyurethane to protect the wood and give a professional look.

Assembly Notes:

The cutout at each corner is to go around legs.
It will be approximately 3/4” to 1”. Determine the
exact measurement after final test assembly.

If using solid stock thicker than 1/2”, rabbet
bottom edges of board to fit 3/8” x 3/8” dado

If using plywood, cut dado in sides to
exactly match the thickness of the plywood.

(Cut to fit after test assembling legs and sides.
Measure between side panels and add 3/4”.)

15.875” x 10.875” x 3/4”

.
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Toolbox / Bench

Rope just
long enough
to lay over
back side
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Drill side
& tie rope
inside box

Gozo y Paz
(Joy & Peace)

Side
View

Front
View

5.50"

6.00"

Bevel bottom edges
of legs to reduce
splintering. Add a
nylon glide for
longest life.

Front & Back
15” x 7.25” x 3/4”

3/8” x 3/8” Groove for bottom of toolbox

Cut 1/2” x 3/8”
thick tongue in
center of right
and left edge of
each side panel.

Sides
10” x 7.25”x 3/4”
(before scroll cut)

3/8” x 3/8” Groove

Dowel
carrying
handle

It would have been a lot faster and
cleaner to use a dado blade but I
decided to cut the dados with a regular
blade to get practice since my students
would not have access to fancy blades.

The tongues on the ends of the side boards were
also cut with a regular blade. To get the tongues in
the center of the board, make a cut on each end
and then flip the board over to cut the same
amount off the other side. Get your cut depth set
using a scrap piece of wood. Note the sacrificial
fence to allow me to trim at the very end of the
board. not have access to fancy blades.

After cutting the dados, I squared them
up with chisels. Note the stop block on
the fence that I used to stop the dado
cuts. The cleanup doesn’t need to be
perfect since the sides will cover the
ends of the dados.

The scroll was cut with a jig saw
equipped with a narrow blade but the
results were still very rough. Sanding the
outside curves was easy but to shape the
inside curves wrap a piece of sand paper
around a pencil or dowel.

Pre-drill and countersink
these holes to prevent
splitting.

I was planning to use corner braces
but decided not to add them since
the box is extremely strong as it is.

